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ABSTRACT
Future just depends on a few of them who were innovative and has an ability to think. Present
generation is a lot depending on the shortcut methods for solutions rather than reasoning

on the solution.

When we come to analysis the present situation we can’t judge that inventions are not happening. Many
inventions like latest gadgets, robotics were introducing and many scientific discoveries were succeeding, but
its only due to some senior scientists and some innovative people.This article explains how new technologyies
affects the innovative and unqiuenes of human beings.

1. Introduction
At present due to the dependence on Technology
no one were thinking in a normal psychological
behavior. All are just going through the shortcuts
for solution to the situation. They were not
utilizing their innovative ideology. If it continuous
for few decades the basic naturality of thinking
and analyzing can be lost by humans. For past
century we got a thousand’s of inventions, their
source for inventions was less. The persons, who
discovered the things just build their ideas in an
innovative manner through their thinking and
reasoning ability, come to the present in high ratio
people were not thinking and reasoning about the
ideas or issues that naturally comes to their mind.
For example one student has a doubt “what if
their were a colony on the moon “if he not thought

of it no one try to go in to the moon; It happened.
Due to the addiction of modern technology of
short way solutions it just pushing the younger
generation a bit back than forward Let’s take an
example of the small kids who were addicted to
the smart phones, the ideology of the kids addicted
to the gadgets were go in a way that even at the
age 12 they can’t recognize what’s going on their
surroundings. Their reasoning skills were not in
the normal level.

2. Pessimistic Of Ready Made
Things
The child never tries to solve any problem with his
own nativity of reasoning. They just depend on the
technology to solve the problem which intern
reduces their reasoning power, where they reduce
their IQ power. If it continuous no new ideas or
discoveries never happen.In the way of solving in
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a reasoning process failure may occur but just
remember that after a thousand failures Edison
discovered the bulb if Edition lost his patience
world never be lightens with brightness.It was the
days where ideas were readymade, like the
readymade food, As the packed food which was
made few days ago doesn’t contain enough
minerals to sustain body, in the same way ideas
which were readymade for our shortcuts were
weaker than the innovative ideas thought by us
according to our present circumstances.No way
had the circumstances around bit corrupted with
latest technology but we should be in the way of
reasoning and developing the concept based
education is better than depending on the
technology to a level.

3. HOW TO
SKILLS?

IMPROVE

REASONING

Having high reasoning skills can help in work,
school, and interpersonal relationships. There are
variety of ways to change your reasoning skills for
better. Engage in activities that encourage critical
thought, work on altering your patters, and learn to
recognize irrational thoughts.
a.

b. Exercise:

Physical exercise actually has an effect on
memory and thinking. Many studies include
the parts of the brain responsible for thinking
and reasoning are bigger in those who exercise
regularly. Exercise reduces stress, anxiety and
boosts mood, which can make it easier to
concentrate and learn.
4. WRITING
Writing is an active endeavor, it forces you to
expand and explore your thoughts. Keeping a
journal that details your day, your feelings,
and anything you thought about through out
the day can make you a more introspective,
aware person. This can lead to higher
reasoning skills.
•

Playing games that requires reasoning
skills

•

There are a variety of games that requires
you to reason strategic board games, and
games like chess bases on reasoning

•

Force yourself to create on a regular basis
that improves your creative knowledge

•

Pay attention towards the purpose behind
your actions

•

Identify your biases, whether you are
aware of them or not

•

Avoid catastrophic thinking
Pay attention to how you read situations
according to our present circumstances.
No solutions. I sort of thinking when I
noticed
Einstein’s
quotation
“Imagination is more important than
knowledge”

Keep trying new things:

The mind is like another muscle. It requires
exercise and stimulation. Make a point of
trying new.
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